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• Nephrotoxic medication-induced acute kidney injury (NTM-AKI) is a 
relevant yet underdiagnosed morbidity in the neonatal intensive care 
unit (NICU)

• Up to 87% of very low birth weight infants are exposed to at 
least one nephrotoxic medication (NTM)

• NTM-AKI is associated with poor short and long-term outcomes

• Presently, no treatments exist for AKI beyond supportive care

• Mindful stewardship may reduce AKI

• Nephrotoxic Injury Negated by Just-in-time Action (NINJA):

• Multicenter quality improvement initiative

• Goals to reduces both nephrotoxic medication exposure and 
related AKI in the non-ICU setting

Background

Objectives

Methods

•Level IV NICU from March 1, 2016 – September 30, 2017

•Infants were screened for exposure to:

• ≥3 nephrotoxic medications (NTM)

• ≥4 calendar days of IV Aminoglycoside 

•Excluded infants with severe underlying kidney disease

•Daily automated screening report generated by Sentri7 software 
identified those at risk (excluding weekends)

•Recommended for daily SCr assessment until two days after end of 
exposure or end of AKI, whichever occurred first

•AKI based on pRIFLE criteria

•Due to fluctuations in SCr after birth, baseline SCr was established by the 
following:

• Infants <14 days of life, each SCr values is compared to the lowest 
previous value

• Infants > 14 days of life, the lowest previous SCr before exposure 
was used to compare to all subsequent values

•NICU pharmacists discussed potential changes per clinician discretion

•Evaluated by 3 Eras:

• Pre-NINJA Era: 6-mo retrospective chart review

• NINJA Initiation Era: 6-mo baseline assessment after NINJA 
implementation

• NINJA Sustainability Era: 18-mo NINJA maintenance

Results

• During NINJA Sustainability Era (18-mo maintenance era) estimate we 
prevented

• 100 infants from developing AKI 

• 157 days of AKI in our NICU 

Conclusion
• First application of the NINJA program to an ICU setting

• Systematic surveillance of NTM exposure is sustainable

• Real-time risk assessment for AKI in the NICU reduces neonatal 
AKI

• Easily implementable

• Potential to reduce mortality, chronic kidney disease (CKD), and 
length of hospital stay in NICUs

• Adaptation of NINJA to level IV NICU (Baby NINJA)

• 5 NINJA Metrics
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